
A CLASSIFICATION OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS*

BY

D. V. WIDDER

Introduction. By a generating function we mean a function/(#) which can

be represented by a Laplace-Stieltjes integral

(1) fix) =        e-xidait)
Jo

which converges for some value of x. Here a(l) is a function of bounded

variation in the interval (0, R) for every positive R, and by convergence we

mean that

lim    |     e-xida(t)
R—»oo J o

exists. For most purposes it is convenient to assume that ait) is "normalized" ;

that is,

ait+) + ait-)
ait) =- (<>0),

œ(0) = 0.

Such normalization has no effect on the function fix). The representation of

a function/(x) in the form (1), with ait) normalized, is unique. The function

ait) is called the "determining" function corresponding to the generating

function fix). In particular, if

a(t) =  I   4>(u)du,
J 0

the integral (1) becomes

(2) f(x) =   f   e-*'4>(t)dt.
J o

Or, if a(t) is a step-function with its jumps at the points Xk,

0 = Xo <Xi <X2 < ■ ■ ■ ,        lim X* = oo ,
k—»w

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1934; received by the editors February 1, 1935, and, in

revised form, June 27, 1935.
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the integral (1) reduces to the Dirichlet series

00

(3) /(*) = £ ane-^
n=0

which may, in particular, be a power series in e~x. Thus one sees the appro-

priateness of the term generating function.*

It is the purpose of the present paper to obtain characterizations of gen-

erating functions/(x) which will insure that their corresponding determining

functions shall have certain prescribed properties, such as continuity, ab-

solute continuity, etc. We find that these characterizations are most con-

veniently expressed in terms of an inversion operator of E. L. Post which was

discussed in detail in an earlier paper, f For this operator we use the notation

(_!•)*        / k\ / k\k+l

i,,[/m] = —/<»(T)(7)    t»-i;v -r

We have proved that for (2)

lim Lk.t[f(x)] = Ht)
k—»«

for almost all positive values of /. In the present paper we also show that for

(i)

Ht) - «(0 +) = lim   f Lk,u[fix)]du.

We introduce here one further operator,

h.tifix)] - t(2r/kyt*Lk,,[fix)],

and we are able to show for the integral (1) that

lk.t[f(x)] = a(t+) - a(t -) (t>0),

and for the series (3) that

hm Tt.x. [/(*)] = an in = 1,2, ■■■ ).
k—♦»

* Originally, the generating function of a sequence {an} was the function whose Maclaurin de-

velopment had the constants an for its coefficients.

f In this and subsequent foot-notes we shall use the following abbreviations: I for D. V. Widder,

A generalization of Dirichlet's series and of Laplace's integrals by means of a Slieltjes integral, t ese

Transactions, vol. 31 (1929), pp. 694-743.

II for D. V. Widder, Necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of a function as a

Laplace integral, these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 851-892.

III for D. V. Widder, The inversion of the Laplace integral and the related moment problem, these

Transactions, vol. 36 (1934), pp. 107-200.

The present reference is to III, where a reference to E. L. Post will be found on p. 108.
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This is a determination of the coefficients of a Dirichlet series which is analo-

gous to the determination of the coefficients of a power series in terms of the

derivatives of the sum of the series.

We summarize the more important results of the paper in the following

table :

(I) a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, <»);

f  \ Lh.t\f(*)]\ * £ M (* = 1, 2, •• • ).
J o

(II) a(t) is non-decreasing in (0, °°);

¿uliW]H it>0;k = 1, 2, ••• ),

fix) è 0 ix > 0).
(III) \<f>(t)\ ¿M in (0, oo);

\Lh,t\f(x)\\ûM it > 0; k = 1,2,-■■),

/(«) = o.

(IV) 4>(t) is of class Lp ip > 1) in (0, °o ) ;

f   | ¿t.i [/(*)] M ^ M (* = 1,2, •••),
/(oo) = 0.

(V) <£(/) ¿5 of class L in (0, °°);

l.i.m. 7,*,.[/(a;)] exists,

/(oo) = 0.

(VI) $(/) is of bounded variation in (0, x>);

f  \L'k,t[f(x)]\dt^M (k = l,2,---),     /(oo) = 0.
Jo

(VII) r/>(n)(¿) ¿5 of bounded variation in (0, oo);

f   [zlT't/Wlld^M       (¿ = 0,1, 2, ■■■),/(«) = 0.
•J o

(VIII) I«(/)I ¿Min (0, oo);

f Lk,,[f(x)]dt   ¿ N (R > 0; k = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ),
\ J o

f   | LkJ[f(x)]\ dt è N(R) (R > 0; k = 1, 2, • • • ).
J o
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(IX) ait) is such that (1) converges for x>0;

i R

I
f Lk,t[fix + ¿)}dt

J 0

R

= N„

Lk.t[f(x + e)]\dtg Nt(R) (R>0;k=l,2,---),

for every e>0.

(X) a(t) is of bounded variation and continuous in (0, <») ;

f  \Lk,t[fM]\dt^ M (k = l,2,---),
Jo

/(=o) = 0

Urn hMix)] = 0 (0 0).

(XI) <pit) is completely monotonie in (0, °°);

(- 1)*[*"/(*)Yn+k) = ° (« > 0;«, * - 0, 1, 2, • • • )•

(XII) ait) is a step-function making (1) converge;

same as (IX) and

limit .»[/(*)] = 0
k—*oo

uniformly in every sub-interval of an interval in which a(t) is to be constant.

In each of these cases the condition on f(x) is merely abbreviated. For the

exact statement the reader is referred to the corresponding theorem in the

text. In each case the condition is necessary and sufficient. In (VI) and (VII)

the upper index on the operator L indicates differentiation with respect to t.

In (V), l.i.m. means limit in the mean of order one,

■im   f   \Lk,t[f(x)]-Lu[f(x)]\dt = 0.
—»oo   J n

lim
k—+00

Z-,00

We note that the result (II) is due to S. Bernstein, the present statement

being new only in form. The proof given in the present paper is new. The

results (I) and (III) were proved earlier in a different form and with a differ-

ent method by the author. All remaining results are new.

We call special attention to the results (IX), (XI), (XII). In (IX) we have

for the first time a necessary and sufficient condition for the representation

of a function fix) in the most general convergent Laplace-Stieltjes integral.
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In (XII) we have a characterization of functions which can be represented

in the most general convergent Dirichlet series.*

The result (XI) really has to do with the Stieltjes integral equation of

the type
C°°  da(t)

/(*) = I    -¿7
J 0       X + t

and gives for the first time a necessary and sufficient condition that it shall

have a bounded non-decreasing solution a(t).

Throughout the paper the determining function is thought of as real. It

should be pointed out here, however, that most of the results of the paper

also hold for complex determining functions. Thus all the results cited in

the foregoing table except those under (II), (XI), and (XII) hold without

any change whatever in the complex case. The proof in each case is made by

breaking the complex function in question into real and imaginary parts.

Thus if the function f(x+iy) is to have the form

f(x + iy) =  j    e-*'-""d|ai(¿) + ia2(t)]
J o

where aiit) +ia2(t) is to be of bounded variation in (0, oo) it is necessary and

sufficient that

f   \Lk¡l[f(x)]\dt¿ M (k = 1,2, • • • ).
«^ 0

To obtain this result from the corresponding real case one has only to use

the relations

/(*) =fi(x) + if2(x),

\Lk,t[fi(x)}\ ¿\Lk,t[f(x)]\,

\Lk,t[f2(x)\\ * j £*.,[/(*)] |,

I LkJ[f(x)] | ¿ | £*.,[/.(*)] | + | Lk,t[f2ix)}\.

The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Professor J. D. Tamarkin,

who read the original manuscript, for many valuable suggestions. In particu-

lar, the proof of Lemma 1 of §12 is his. The author's original proof was longer,

less ingenious.

1. Some preliminary results. In this section we will establish certain re-

sults of a general nature which will be of fundamental importance for later

parts of the paper.

* Compare Th. Kaluza, Entwickelbarkeil von Funktionen in Dirichietsche Reihen, Mathematische

Zeitschrift, vol. 28 (1928), p. 203, where Dirichlet series with positive coefficients are treated. Com-

pare also II, p. 876.
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Theorem 1.1. If

fix) =   f   e-"¿«(i),
J o

where ait) is a normalized function of bounded variation in O^t^Rfor every

positive R and the integral converges for some value of x, then

ait) = /-(co ) + lim    j    Lk,u[f(x)]du (0<¿<co).
k—»oo   J o

To prove this we note first that the change of variable k = uv gives us

/■ ' (— D* r '      / k\ / k\k+1

/•" f»(v)vk~ldv
= (- 1)* J—^--

Jk/t    (k- 1)!

The operator Sk,t[f(x)] defined earlier* is closely related to this latter in-

tegral. In fact

(_   1)4+1    /•"

Sk.,[f(x)] =/(«>)+ ^—-       fk+u(v)vkdv.
k\      J kit

An integration by parts gives

(- 1)*        / k\/ k\k      (- l)k    r"

i,,t/w] - /(•>+— /'»(T)(7)+^nji ¡jw*-

Hence

£*..[/■(*)]<*« = SkMix)] +    ^    /<«^-J (-J .

But we proved in III that

lim Sk,t [f(x)} = a(t) (0 </<«>).

Consequently our result will be established if we can prove that

Sir'"'(7X7)*= ° <o <<<->.
Set

_ Fix) = fix)/«.

* III, p. 116.
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Then

(-i)*     {k\/k\h   (-1)*     /k\/k\k+x

k\ •<7)(t)-^F-(t)(I)
(ä- D!f(i atat/ '

(-1)*     /k\/k\k       -     .    (-1)*-1        fk\/k\k

(1-" V''"(tXt) - L'-lF(")] - TT-T5Ï """"(tXt) ■
We proved earlier* that

lim£t|,[F(aO] = a(t).
A—»oo

It will now be sufficient to show that second term on the right-hand side

of (1.1) approaches —ait). Simple computation gives

(- I)*-1 „,,. ,Jk\/k\k   / k\k cx   ,._,.     w*-1

Tk
kk

i)*_1       /k\/k\k  /k\k r*        uk~l
-L-F<.k-i)l)f) = [ — )    I    g-*u/<-a(u)du
- 1)! \tj\tj     \tj  Jo (k- 1)!

- j     e-^-'a^dv.
(k-1)

On the other hand

(f¡   _   l)h    /.»
lim Lk_i,t[F(x)] = lim-       e'^-^v^a^dv = a(t).
*-•» *-»■» (& — 1)! Jo

If we replace a(v) by a(v)e~vlt in this equation we have

(* - 1)* r°°
lim- I    e-(-k-l)vvk-1e-va(tv)dv = a(t)e~l.
k->*> (k — 1)! Jo

Hence

(—1)* /  b\   /  b\k
lim —-— í-(*-D
*-.- (k - 1)! (t)(t)'

= lim (-)    -  I     e-kvvk~la(lv)dv = a(t) (t > 0),
*-,» \£ — 1/    (/fe — 1)! J0

The theorem is then completely established.

We turn next to

*III, p. 119.
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Theorem 1.2. Let

fix) =  f  er*<da(t),
Jo

where ait) is a normalized function of bounded variation in (0, R) for every

R>0, the integral converging for some value of x. If V(x) is the total variation

of a(t) in the interval O^t^x, then

V(R) = | /(oo) | + lim   f   | Lk,t [f(x)\ | dt (R>0).

Let S be an arbitrary number greater than 7?. Set

fx(x) =   f   e~xtda(t),
Jo

f2(x) =   j    e~xtda(t).
J s

Then

f   \Lh.t\fix)]\dt£  f   \Lklt[fx(x)]\dt+ f   \Lk.t[f2(x)}\dt.
Jo Jo Jo

Simple computation shows that

| ¿mLM*)] I á Lk.Jj. e-*W(«)l,

f   \Lk,t[fx(x)]\dt^ j  Lk.'lf   e-x"dV(u)~\dl.

By Theorem 1.1 we have

lim   f  LkJ f  e-x"dV(u)\ dt = V(R) - V(0 +).
*-»»  J 0 L J 0 J

On the other hand it may be seen that

(1.2) limi*,,^^)] = 0
A—* 00

uniformly in 0 ̂  t ;£ R. For

/.(*) =   f   e~*'dß(t),
J o

ß(t) = a(t) (Sgt<<X>),

ß(t) = a(S) iOgt£S).
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Hence by an earlier result* (1.2) is established.

Consequently

lim sup   f   | Lk,t[f(x)] | dt ¿ V(R) - V(0 +).
k—*°o        J o

V(0+)=\a(0+)\ =|/(oo)|,

J»S\ Lktt[f(x)]\ dt ¿ V(R).
o

ak(t) =  f Lk¡u[f(x)]du (O ¿ t < oo).
J a

But

so that

Next set

Then by Theorem 1.1

lim ak(t) = a(t) - /(oo) = a(t) - a(0 +) (0 < t < »).

Let

0 = to < ti< ■ ■ • < tn= R.

Then

n-l /.ß

2 | akiti+i) - ak(U) | g   I    | 7*,( [/(*)] | di.
<=0 v 0

Let k become infinite in this inequality :

n—1 n R

| a(ti) - a(0 +) | + £ | a(/i+i) - a(¿i) | ¿ lim inf   I    | 7*., [/(*)] | dt.
i—l *-»»        •/ 0

The left-hand side of this inequality can be brought as close as desired to

ViR) — F(0+) by a suitable choice of the number and position of the

points ti. Hence

ViR) - 7(0 +) ¿ lim inf   f   | £M[/(*)] | dt,
4-.»       J0

F(K)^liminf    f   |£t,«I/(*)]|d/ + |/(co)|,
Ä—»w       ■/ o

* III, Theorem 13, p. 137. An examination of the proof of Theorem 13 will show that the con-

vergence is uniform since a{t) is constant in 0 íS t ¿ R.
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Combining this last inequality with (1.3) the theorem is proved.

We now introduce the following

Definition. The operator h.t{f(x) ] is defined by the equation

(27r\l/2 (_ l)k / k\ / k\k
~)   Lk.t[f(x)} = l_(2,rÉ)i/»/c»^-j {-J

(t > 0, k > 0).

By means of this operator we shall be able to discuss the saltus of the

determining function a(t). In fact we shall prove

Theorem 1.3. If the function f(x) has the representation

(1.4) /(*) =   f   e-*'da(t),
J o

where a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, R) for every positive R, the integral con-

verging for some value of x, then

lim lk,t[f(x)] = a(t+)-a(t-) (0 0).
Í-.00

Let us suppose that the integral (1.4) converges for x><rc. Simple com-

putations give

,     (2wk)1'2/ k\k r°°
h.t[f(x)} = i—j   j     e-k""ukda(u) (k>tai).

We first discuss the case t = 1,

(2x^)1/2 /•«>

h.x[fix)] = -- **        e~k"ukda(u) (k > ac).
k\ Jo

Integration by parts gives

(2wk)112        rx
h.x[f(x)\ =-kk+i I    e-^u^iu - l)aiu)du,

k\ J a

or, by Stirling's formula,

h.x [fix)] ~ kek I    e~kuuk-\u — l)aiu)du ik —>oo).
d 0

Set
ßix) = ail-) (0|*<1),

ßil) = a(l),

ßix) = ail +) (K*<oo),

4>ix) = aix) - ßix) (0 ^ x < oo).
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Then

h,i[fix)]~ kek J    e-kuuk-1iu — l)ß(u)du + kek I    e-kuuk~\u — l)4>(u)du
J o J 0

(¿-+00).

Since

x I    e~xudu = e~z (x > 0),

we have by successive differentiation

e~x =   I    e-zuuk~x[xu — k]du (a; > 0),

erk = k I    e-*"M*-l[« — l]d«,

— «-* = ¿ J    ¿r*"«*-1!« — l]d«.
Jo

Hence it is clear that

/) DO

e-kuuk-iru _ \)ß'u)du = ail+) - a(l-).

o

To prove that

(1.5) lim lk,i[fix)] = ail +) - ail -)
*—»oo

it will be sufficient to show that

lim kek j    e~kuuk-1iu — l)4>iu)du = 0.
A—»oo J o

But 4>(u) is continuous and has the value zero at u = 1. Hence to an arbitrary

positive e there corresponds a positive ö such that

| 4>(u)\ < e (| 1 - «| < 5).

By writing the integral (1.5) as the sum of three integrals over the intervals

(0, 1 — ô), (1 — 5, l + ô), (l + ô, oo) we easily arrive at the following inequality :

I     r"
kek f    e-~kuuk~1iu — l)4>(u)du

\        Jo

¿ Mke[esil - Ô)]*-1 + 2e + ¿e*[<r(1+5)(l + 5)]*-»#.
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Here

|<K«)| á M (Oá «á i),

w is a positive integer greater than ac, and

N =  j    e~nuun\ 4>(u) | du.
J i

Since

esil-S).<l («>0),

<rs(l + Ô) < 1 (5 > 0),

the first and third terms on the right-hand side of the above inequality ap-

proach zero as k becomes infinite, so that (1.5) is established.

Returning to the general case we have by an obvious change of variable

(2rk)
h.tUW\ =

where

h.,lf(x)] = (2,rf,)1/2 kk f  e~k"ukda(tu) = lk,i[g(x)],
kl Jo

g(x) =   f   e-*»dß(u),        ß(u) = a(tu).

Applying the previous result, we obtain

lim ¿M[/(*)]= lim/t.ito] = ß(l +) - ß(l -) =a(t+)-a(t-)    it > 0).
*—» oo A—» oo

The theorem is thus completely established.

Corollary 1. Under the conditions of the theorem

lim (—\ f <■»(—) = a(t +) - a(l-) (t > 0).

This follows by an application of Stirling's formula.

Corollary 2. If f(x) can be expressed in terms of a Dirichlet series

n=0

0 = Xo < Xi < X2 < • • • ( lim X„ = oo J,

convergent for some value of x, then

lim lk.\,[f(x)] = an  (n — 1, 2,-),    lim f(x) = a0.
k—*« x—»00
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2. Determining function of bounded variation. In this section we shall dis-

cuss generating functions fix) for which the corresponding determining func-

tion is of bounded variation in the interval (0, co). We introduce

Condition A. A function f(x) satisfies Condition A in the interval (0, ») if

(a) f(x) is of class C°° in the interval 0 < * < co,

(b) a constant M exists such that

f   \Lk.i[fix)]\dt£M (k = l,2,---).
J n

By use of this condition we may state the fundamental result concern-

ing functions of the class under discussion in

Theorem 2.1. Condition A is necessary and sufficient that f(x) can be ex-

pressed in the form

(x) =  f  e-*'d
•I o

f(x) =  I    e~x'da(t) ix > 0)
J t

where ait) is of bounded variation in (0, °o).

This result was proved earlier by the author* in a slightly different form.

In the earlier form Condition A (b) was replaced by

/.
j\f<*+Ht)\dt£M ik = 0, 1,2, ■••)•

The equivalence of these two forms follows immediately from an obvious

change of the variable of integration. In a later section of the present paper

we shall give a new proof of the theorem and a new form of the condition.

We turn next to

Theorem 2.2. If

e~x'da(t),fix) =   f
J o

where a(t) is a normalized function of bounded variation V in the interval (0, co ),

then

(2.1)

7 = |/(oo)| + lim   f   \ Lk,,[f(x)]\ dt

= |/(»)| +Iim   f  1-|/C»m>(0|ä
k—<c   J0    kl

* II, p. 866.
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Moreover, the integral

f   | £*..!/(*)] | Ä
J 0

is a non-decreasing function of the integer k.

This result is an extension of Theorem 1.2 to the case of an infinite in-

terval and can be easily derived from that theorem. First suppose that

/(oo)=«(0+)=0.

By Theorem 2.1 we have

(2.2) f   | Lhltf(x) \dt£M (k = l,2,---).
Jo

Since

f   |7*,,|/(*)]|d/5£  f   \Lh.,\ji*)\\toúM,
Jo Jo

we have by Theorem 1.2

V(R)¿\imini   f   \ Lk.,[f(x)]\ dt ¿ M,
A-»oo J o

whence

V ¿ lim inf   f   \Lk,t[f(x)]\dl.
A—»00 J o

On the other hand,

/" rn / k\k+l    r"       uk
j I £»..[/(*)] \dt¿ J     (j)    dtj   e-k""-dViu) = V,

lim sup   f   \Lk,t[fix)]\dt¿ V.
k—»oo J o

Hence

lim   f   \ Lk,t[fix)]\ dt = F.
A—»m   */ o

If a(0+) is different from zero, we apply the result just established to the

function fix) —/( oo ) whose normalized determining function will have total

variation equal to that of ait) increased by |/(°o) |. Hence (2.1) is completely

established.
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Finally, to prove the last assertion of the theorem we note that

/(»(#) =- r f(K+»(u)du,

i /(»(o i ̂  r i/<«-»(«) i d«.

These integrals clearly converge by virtue of (2.2). It follows that

/. V^ ' /1"(" ' "' - J". V=T)i "'0 /"+"(") ! -
r00,              r '   «*_1 r00, ,i*

=      |/««■»(/)! A I   77-777á«= I   l/ct+1,W| — *•
Jo J o    (k — 1)1 Jo k\

This concludes the proof.

This result enables us to prove at once

Theorem 2.3. Let

(2.3) /(*) =  f  e~x'dait),
J 0

where a(i) is a normalized function of bounded variation F(i?) in the interval

O^t^Rfor every positive R, the integral converging absolutely for x>aa. Then

/• °°                                            r °° iu — x) *
e~xldVit) = | /(co ) | + lim   j-• | /<*+«(«) \ du       ix > <ra).

0                                                                                   Í-.00    J x                    k\

For x>aawe have

/(« + x) =  f  e-ute-x'dait) iu > 0)
J a

=   f   e-^dßit),
Jo

=  f   e~x"daiu) (O 0), 0(0) = 0.
J o

The total variation of 0(¿) in the interval 0St< °o is

/e-IuáF(w),
o

an integral that converges for x>aa since (2.3) converges absolutely there.

Now applying Theorem 2.2 to/(:r,+w) considered as a function of u we have

where

m
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J'°° uk                                        r°° (u — x)k
— | /i*+»(a; + u) | du = lim -- | /<*+»(«) | du

o     k\ A-»oo J x £!

o

e-*dV(t)- |/(oo)|,
-/. 0

and the theorem is established.

3. Determining function monotonie. The results of the previous section

may be applied to completely monotonie functions. We recall the following

Definition. A function f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c <x < oo

if
(- l)*/<*>(*) ^ 0 (c < x < oo ; k = 0, 1, 2, • • • );

f(x) is completely monotonie in the interval c¿x<<x¡ if) in addition, it ap-

proaches a limit as x approaches c from the right.

We can easily show that if f(x) is completely monotonie in 0¿x< oo then

Condition A is satisfied. It is a familiar fact that such a function is analytic

in the interval 0 <x< oo so that A (a) is satisfied. Furthermore,

r izM[/(*)]|d¿= r /*   (- i)*/<*>(orff=/(°o)-/(o+).
Jo Jo    (k — 1)1

Hence A(b) is also fulfilled. By Theorem 2.1

(3.1) /(*) = j    e-*'da(t) (0^*<oo),
»o

where a(t) is of bounded variation in the interval (0, oo). Appealing to

Theorem 1.1 we have

a(t) = /(oo) + lim   I   Lk,u[f(x)]du iO < t < oo).
A—»oo    »7 0

Since Lk,u[fix)] is non-negative, the function ait) is non-decreasing.

Conversely, any function fix) of the form (3.1) with a(t) non-decreasing

and bounded is clearly completely monotonie in 0 ¿ x < oo. Hence we have

proved

Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be expressed

in the form

f(x) =   J    e-*<da(t),
Jo

where a(t) is non-decreasing and bounded, is that f(x) should be completely

monotonie in O ¿ x < oo.
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4. Determining function the integral of a function of class Lp, p>l. In

this section we discuss generating functions /(*) of the form

(4.1) /(*) =  f  e-xtd>it)dt,
J 0

where the function ¡pit) is of class 7> in the interval (0, <») ; that is, the in-

tegral

f  \Ht)\pdt (p > 1)
J 0

is finite. We first introduce

Condition B. A function fix) satisfies Condition B, if and only if

(a) it is of class C°° in 0 < x < °°,

(b) a constant M exists such that

f   \Lk.t[fix)]\>dt£ M (k=l,2,---),
J o

(c)
lim/(*) = 0.
X—»oo

We now prove

Theorem 4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be repre-

sented in the form

I    e~x

J o

f(x) =   I    e-xt4>(t)dl
J o

with cp(t) of class 7> in the interval (0, co) is that Condition B should hold.

We note first that Condition B (b) is meaningless for k = 0 since (p(t) need

not belong to L. That is, /(0) need not exist, as the following example shows :

/(*) =   Í    e-x'd>it)dt =   Í    e~x'rldt.
Jo J X

Here the function (pit) belongs to the class 7> for any p>l. But/(0) = co.

We prove first the necessity of Condition B. If f(x) has the representation

(4.1) with 4>(i) OI class Lv(p>l), then that integral converges absolutely for

#>0. For, by use of the Holder inequality,

f   e~xl | Ht) I dt S T j     |c6(/)|p¿/|     [xa]"1'' (— + — -l.íOoY

and the dominant integral converges by hypothesis.
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Another application of the Holder inequality gives

/'°° uk / k \k+l lp
*-"""—,[ — )   H*)du\

o kl\ t / I

r°°     w*/¿v+1,     ,    r r*     uk/k\k+i h»/«

* J.'•""«(t) i*w',*L/.'*"h(7) H •
This last factor is equal to unity, so that

J    \Lt,,[/ix)]\'dt^ J     Aj    e"*u/,T^( —)     U(«)N«-

By use of the Fubini theorem we may interchange the order of integration

in the iterated integral, since the resulting iterated integral,

X°° r°° 1 / k\k+1
| (¡>(u)\"ukdu I    e-kult — I — J     d/,

converges and has the value

I    | 0(m) |*d«.
J 0

If we denote the value of this integral by M we have Condition B (b). Con-

ditions B (a) and B (c) are known consequences* of the representation (4.1)

regardless of the class of (p(t).

We turn next to the sufficiency of the condition. Let e be an arbitrary

positive constant. Then

. IMfr+alUr-ïij; K7 + <)|(7)   *■

That the integral converges follows as a result of subsequent operations. First

set

k k
— + «-—.
/ u

Then (4.2) becomes

1   rkl'\       / k\\ Í k        \k~l k2
(4.3) -I        ,(»(_)(_-«) du.

kUo      I        \ « / | \ « /      u2

Again applying Holder's inequality we see that the integrals (4.2) and (4.3)

are not greater than

* I, p. 702, and II, p. 864.
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r  /• */« -|i/p r  /•*/«/        tu\q(k~l)     "I1'«

Li. i*—i«*ii--J [j, 0-t)   *J •
The second integral of the product can be evaluated and has the value

k

e(qk -q+l)

But by B (b)

r  f */« -|i/p     r   z«00 -]i/p

J      \Lk,t\f(x)]\"dtj     ¿[j    | £».«[/(*)] |p*J       *•*»",

so that (4.2) certainly converges and

rx,       r „ Mli"k 2M11"
\Lk,l\j(x+t)]\dt£—--— Ú- (¿ = 2,3, •■•)•

Jo e(qk — q+l) eq

Hence the function/(x+e) satisfies Condition A, and by Theorem 2.1

f(x + e) =  f   e-*'dßt(t),
J o

the integral converging absolutely for x = 0. By the uniqueness theoremf we

see that

fix) =   f  e-xte"dßtit) =   f   e-zida*it),
Jo Jo

the integral converging absolutely for x > 0. Here

a*it) =  I    etudßt(u).
J o

If we set

o*(/+) + a*it-)
a(0) = 0,        «(/)=--'—- (/>0),

we have finally

fix) =  J    e~z'dait),
J o

the determining function being now normalized.

It remains to show that ait) is the integral of a function of class L". Set

11, p. 705.
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ak(t) =   I   Z*,u [fix) ]du.
Jo

Then by Theorem 1.1

lim akit) = ait) (0 ¿ t < oo).
A—»oo

By Condition B (b) we see that there exists a subsequence of functions

Lk,u [fix) ] (k = ki, k2, • • • ) which converges weakly to a function 4>(u) of class

7> in (0, oo). That is,

lim   I    LkjlU[fix)}p(u)du =   I    4>iu)\l>(u)du
j-KC   Ja Jo

for every function \p(u) of class L" in (0, oo). By choosing \piu) as a step-

function we have

a(t) = lim at ¡it) =   I    4>(u)du,
J-.00 J o

so that a(t) is the integral of a function which is of class Lp in (0, oo). Our

theorem is completely established.

Our next result is

Theorem 4.2. If fix) can be represented in the form

(4.4) /(*) =   f   e~z'4>it)dt
Jo

with 4>(t) of class Lv(p > 1) in the interval 0 ¿ I < oo, then

lim   f   \Lk,t[fix)]\"dt=   l    \4>it)\»dt,
A—»oo    J o J Q

the integral on the left-hand side constantly increasing with k.

We prove this last statement first. Make the change of variable xt = k in

the above integral. Then

/'" /* °° I       /¿\l/£\*+1|piM>w]i—r KtMt) r
(4.5)

=   I       /<*>(.¥)-    — dx.
Jo     I kl    \  X2

Sincef/(is)(oo) = 0, we have

t II, p. 864.
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/•<*)(*) = - r f<-k+»(u)du,
J  X

or

/'" (k + l)xk+l
1-1-[uk+2f<.k+»(u)]du.

i         uk+2

Since

xk+l j     (k+ l)u-k~2du = 1,

we have by Holder's inequality

/'" (k + l)xk+l
----1 uk+2fv<+»(u) \"du.

x         uk+2

By Theorem 4.1 we know that f(x) satisfies Condition B. This fact enables

us to conclude that the integral (4.6) converges. For,

I    -\f<-k+»(u)uk+2\"du S — I    — \f.k+»(u)uk+2\'du,
J x uk+2 xk J x u2

the dominant integral converging by (4.5) and Condition B.

Consequently we have

f  I Lk.t[f(x)] \'dt g  f  T-rxk"+"-2g(x)dx,
Jo Jo    [k\]p

i r°°
gix)   =  - ik  +   \)Xk+lukP+2P-k-2 I   «*+!)(„) \vdu.
& ik   +   l)PXk"+'J x ' '

If it is permissible to interchange the order of integration, this iterated in

tegral becomes

/. °°       fc                                         ukP+2p-k-2 nu
-—— I/<*+!>(«) Ip-du I    xk~ldx

o [k\yJ     " (¿ + i)"-1   Jo

*+l I   „~.w   xl ^     ., f"|/<t+1>(«)«*+2
/•     * +1 r- I/(*+»(«)   PM*P+2P-2¿M   =

0     [(¿+1)!]'"                                                               Jo

"(k+l)
-du.

(k + D\

The change of variable ut = k +1 in this last integral gives us the inequality

f  \Lu,t[fix)]\*dt£   f   \Lk+x.t[fix)]\"dt.
Jo " 0

The above interchange in the order of integration was permissible since the
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integrand was positive and since the resulting iterated integral is seen to con-

verge.

We now prove the first statement of the theorem. Since fix) has the repre-

sentation (4.4) we know* that

lim | £*.,[/(*)] |" H *W I '
A—o

for almost all values of / in (0, oo ). It follows by Fatou's Lemma that

/| 4>(u) \pdu ¿ lim inf   I     ¡ 7*,„[f(x)\ \'du.
0 A—»oo        J o

This inequality, combined with the inequality

f   \ Lk,u[f(x)]\"du ¿  f  \4>(u)\"du
Jo Jo

proved in Theorem 4.1, establishes our result.

5. Determining function the integral of a bounded function. By letting p

become infinite in the results of the previous section we are led to introduce

Condition C. A function f(x) satisfies Condition C if and only if

(a) it is of class Cw in 0 < x < oo f

(b) a constant M exists such that

| 7*, t[f(x)] | á M (*- 1, 2, -   • ;Oá<< «),

(c)

lim/Or) = 0.
X—»oo

We can now prove

Theorem 5.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be repre-

sented in the form

/(*) -  f
J 0

e~z'4>(t)dt,
o

where

\4>(D\ á M (0 ¿ t < oo),

is thai it should satisfy Condition C.

If f(x) has the above representation, it is clear that it is of class C°° in

0<x< oo and that/(oo) =0. Condition C (b) follows from the inequality

* III, p. 122.
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I Lk.,[fix)] | S MLk,,[l/x] = M (i = 1, 2, - • - ).

For the sufficiency let e be an arbitrary positive constant. Then by use

of the same transformation as that applied to (4.2) we have

\Lk.t[f(x + i)]\dt = J       \Lk,u[f(x)]\(l- — \     du

/'kl'/        «A*-1 M

.   O-7)  ""-7'
Hence, as in §4, we have

/(*) =  f
■'o

e~x'da(t)

where a(t) is a normalized function of bounded variation in (0, co). Now de-

fining ak(t) as in §4 we have by Theorem 1.1

lim ak(t) = a(t) (0 S t < 00).
k—* »

To show that a(t) is the integral of a bounded function it is sufficient to

show that its difference quotient is bounded.*

But

a(t2) — a(ti)
-   = lim

t2 — ti k—»00

ak(t2) — ak(ti)

- h

I       rh
glim- I    \Lk,u[f(x)]\ du S M

(OS h </,).

Hence Theorem II is completely established.

6. Determining function the integral of a function of class L. Theorem 4.1

was proved only for the case in which p is greater than unity. We can easily

see that it is no longer valid if p is equal to unity. For, in that case Condition

B reduces to Condition A. But a generating function satisfying the latter

condition gives rise to a determining function which is merely of bounded

variation and hence not necessarily the integral of any function. For the dis-

cussion of the case when p is equal to unity we introduce

Condition D. A function f(x) satisfies Condition D if and only if

(a) it is of class C° in 0<x<<x>,

(h) the function Lk,t [f(x) ] converges in the mean of order unity as k becomes

infinite:

* E. W. Hobson, The Theory of Functions of a Real Variable and the Theory of Fourier's Series,

2d edition, vol. 1, 1921, p. 549.
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lim    f   \Lk,t[f(x)]-Lu[/(^)]\dt = 0,
k—*«   J g

(c)
limf(x) = 0.

The proof of the main result of this section depends on the following

Lemma. If the function 4>(t) is of class L in the interval (0, oo), then the func-

tion

(6.1) g(u) =  f   \4>(ut) -4>(t)\dt
J o

is continuous for u = l and a constant A exists such that

(6.2) | g(u) | < Au-1 + A (0<m<oo).

To prove this result set t = ez and u = ey in the integral (6.1). It thus be-

comes

g(e") =  |    | 4>(ex+v) — 4>iez) \ ezdx.

J —a

The transformation shows that the function \f/(x) =4>iez)ez is integrable in

( — oo, oo ). Furthermore,

| g(e») | á   I     { | *(* + y)e~" - ^ix)e-y \ + \ Hx)e-" - <Pix) \ }dx
J -00

= e~y \    I \[>ix + y) — \pix) | dx + \ e~» — 1 \  I    | >Pix) | dx.
J -00 J -00

By appealing to a known result* we see that the right-hand side of this

inequality approaches zero as y approaches zero. That is,

lim g(u) = 0.
«-»i

If we set

A =  I    | 4>iu) | du,
J 0

the inequality (6.2) follows at once since

| giu) | S   f   | 4>iut) | dt + f   | 4>it) dt\ = Ail + u~l).
Jo Jo

* See, for example, N. Wiener, The Fourier Integral and Certain of its Applications, p. 14.
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We are now able to prove

Theorem 6.1. Condition D is necessary and sufficient that a function f(x)

can be represented in the form

fix) =   f   e-z>4>it)dt,
Jo

where 4>(t) is of class L in the interval (0, oo).

Suppose that fix) has the above representation. Then simple computation

shows that
u"

kl

(J¡ \ *+l    n.

l)      Jo
fc+1    nm

— I    e-kuuk\ 4>(ut) — 4,(1) | du.
ú   J o

kk+1

kl   .
Hence

/.«=                                       /.»    ¿*+i /.»I Lk.t[jix)} - 4>it) | dt =■   I    dt- I    e~kuuk \ 4>(tu) - 4>it) \ du
o                                                                   J o             kl    J 0

if the iterated integral converges. We see that it does by an interchange in the

order of integration. If we define g(u) as in the Lemma it may be seen by use of

(6.2) that the resulting iterated integral converges for ¿>0. It follows that

/.» ¿*+i  ««oI £*..[/■(*)] - 4>(t) | dt^ —-       e-k«ukg(u)du.
0 k\    J o

Corresponding to an arbitrary positive constant e we now determine a posi-

tive number 5 less than unity such that

|«(«)|<e/3 (|«-l|<5).

We then have

¿*+l   fl+S e      ¿*+l    /•»
-■ I      e-kuukg(u)du <-I     e~kuukdu =

kl   Ji_j 3     kl   Jo

€

3

Furthermore, since e~uu is an increasing function of u in the interval (0, 1),

+i  /> i-« ¿*+i /• i-»
- I      e-kuukg(u)du <-e-(*-D(i-i)(l - 5)*-i I      e~M(« + l)d« <
!   J o kl Jo

e

o 3

(k >  ko).

The last inequality holds for k0 sufficiently large since

kk+1

Hm — *-*«-«(i - a)* = o (o < a < i).
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■ I      e~kuukg(u)du <-e-(*-n(i+«)(i + j)*-i I      e-uA(u + l)du < —
J x+s kl J i+s 3

In a similar way we have

fck+X    p°° fck+1

k\   ^ x+s a: " l+t

(k > kl)

for ki sufficiently large. Combining these results it follows that

/I Lk,t[f(x)] - Ht) \dt < t (k > k0, k > ki).
o

Hence the necessity of Condition D is established.

To prove the sufficiency we note first that the convergence in the mean

of Lk,t[f(x)] as k becomes infinite implies the existence of a function yp(t)

of class L in (0, co ) such that

(6.3) lim   f   \Lk.t[f(x)]-Ht)\dt = 0
k—»00     J 0

and

lim   f   \ Lk,,[f(x)]\ dt =  f   \p(t)\dt.
k—»oo   J o J 0

Hence

f  I £*,,[/(*)] | dt S f  | Ht) \dt+l = M ik è *o)
•/O •'0

for some integer k0 sufficiently large. Hence Condition A is satisfied hyf(x),

and by Theorem 2.1 we see that

f(x) =   f   e~x'da(t),
J o

where a(t) is a normalized function of bounded variation in the interval

(0, co). It remains to show that a(t) is an integral. Set

«»(/) =  f LktV[f(x)]du.
J 0

Then by Theorem 1.1

lim ak(t) = a(t) (0 S t < co ).
*—o

But it is known that if the sequence Lk,a [f(x) ] converges in mean to $(u) fnen
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lim   I   Lk,u[f(x)]du =   I   \f/(u)du.
A-»oo   J o Jo

Hence

and

a(t) =  I   ip(u)du,
Jo

fix) =   f   e-z'*it)dt,
J o

with yp(t) of class L in (0, oo).

Corollary 1.7/

/(*) =   f   e-z'4>it)dt
J o

where 0(0 belongs to the class L in (0, oo), then

lim   f  | Lk,t[fix)] | dt=  f   |<K*)|d*.
A—»oo   J g «/ 0

This is a known result of the mean convergence of the sequence Lk,t [fix) ]

to 4>it).

Corollary 2. If

l.i.m. Lk,t[fix)] = 4>it),

then

lira Lk,,[fix)] = 0(0
A-.»

almost everywhere.

This follows at once from an earlier result* of the author.

We can also prove

Corollary 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that

(6.4) /(*) =  f   e-z>4>(t)dt,
J o

where 0(0 is of class L in the interval (0, R) for every R>0, the integral converg-

ing absolutely for x>0, is that f(x+e) should satisfy Condition D for every

positive e.

* III, p. 122.
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For, suppose that f(x) has the representation (6.4). Then the integral

o

er'* \Ht)\ dtI
converges and e~''(p(t) is of class L in (0, co). Hence f(x+e) has the repre-

sentation of Theorem 6.1 with 4>(t) 0I that theorem replaced by the function

e~"<t>(t). It follows that/(#+€) satisfies Condition D.

Conversely, if f(x+i) satisfies Condition D we have

(6.5) f(x + e) =  f  e-xt<p((t)dt,
J o

where <pt(t) belongs to the class L in (0, oo) for each e>0. Then

(6.6) /(*) =  f  e-'HDdt,
J 0

Ht) = e"H(t).

The uniqueness theorem shows that (p(t) is independent of e. It is clear from

the definition of </>(/) that it belongs to the class L in (0, R) for each R>0.

By Theorem 6.1, (6.5) converges absolutely for x^O. Hence (6.6) converges

absolutely for x^e for each €>0, that is, for a;>0.

This corollary enables us to treat such familiar integrals as

T(a+1) /*"
—- = g-«Pdt (a > - 1),

*«+1 Jo

x r"
-=   I    e~xt cos tdt,
x2+l        Jo

i       rM
-=   I    er" sin tdt.
x2+l      Jo

Corollary 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that

f(x) =  f   e~x'Ht)dt,
Jo

where (p(t) is absolutely continuous and of bounded variation in (0, oo) and

vanishes at t = 0, is that the function xf(x) should satisfy Condition D.

The proof may easily be supplied.

7. The general Laplace-Stieltjes integral. In this section we shall ob-

tain necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of a function

f(x) in the form
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fix) =   f   e-'da't),
J n

where a(t) is of bounded variation in 0=Jgi? for every R>0, the integral

converging for x sufficiently large. It will be sufficient to restrict attention

to convergence for x>0, since a suitable change of variable reduces the gen-

eral problem to this case. We first introduce

Condition E. A function fix) satisfies Condition E if and only if

(a) it is of class C°° in 0 < x < oo,

(b) a constant M exists such that

I/.Lk.t[fix)]dt
o

%M iR>0, k = 1, 2, • • • ),

(c) a positive function Nit), defined for t>0, exists such that

I
R

I 7*,<[/(*)] | dt g N(R)      (R>0;k=l,2,--).
0

We can now prove

Theorem 7.1. Condition E is necessary and sufficient that f(x) can be repre-

sented in the form

f(x) =  |    e~ztda(t),
J 0

where a(t) is a normalized function of bounded variation in O^t^R for every

positive R and is bounded in 0 ^ t < oo.

In the definition of Condition E it is to be understood that for each posi-

tive value of t, N(t) is defined as a finite number. To prove the necessity of

the condition we note first that if f(x) has the representation described in the

theorem, we may also write

f(x) = x |    e-x'a(t)dt (x > 0).
Jo

Moreover, since a(t) is of bounded variation in the neighborhood of t = 0, we

have
1   r>

lim — I    a(u)du = a(0 +).
<-.o+ t J o

Hence we are in a position to apply a known result* to be assured of the

existence of a constant M such that

* III, Theorem 21, p. 152.
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-fW(u)du
, ik- IV. J

S M
ik- 1)!

By the change of variable u = k/t this becomes

I 1   rk'x     / k\ / k\k+l   I     If*'*     r

b/. '"'(7X7) *rl/. i,"t/WI<*
Since x was an arbitrary positive number in (7.1) we have

273

(*>0;*-l,2,---)-

< M.

f   Lk,t[f(x)]dt
J a

S M        iR > 0, k = 1, 2, • • • )

for an arbitrary R. Hence f(x) satisfies Condition E (b). That it satisfies Con-

dition E (a) is obvious. To show that it also satisfies Condition E (c) we make

use of Theorem 1.2. Assuming a(t) normalized we have

lim   f   \Lh.t[ji*)]\dt = V(R)- I /(oo) I.
k—»00 J 0

It follows that for each positive R we can determine a number N(R) such that

f   \ Lk.t[f(*)]\ M = X(R) (*-l,2,-..),
J 0

so that the necessity of Condition E is completely established.

To prove the sufficiency we note first that Condition E (b) implies* the

existence of a function a(t) bounded in (0, 00) and such that

1   r'
lim — I    a(u)du
/-.oo     t   J 0

exists, and that

/(*) = x 1    e~xla

Jo
(t)dt (x> 0).

It remains to show that a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, 7?) for every posi-

tive 72 to be assured that

(7.2) /(*)=   f   e-*<da(t)
J 0

To show this we recallf first that

(»> 0).

* III, Theorem 21, p. 152.

t III, Theorem 4, p. 122.
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r/(*)i
hm Lk,t   -    = a(t)
a-»»        L   x  J

for almost all values of t in (0, oo). Set

«tit) = Lk,t[fix)/x] it>0),

a*(0) = 0.

Then

lim ak(t) = ait)
A—»oo

when t lies in a set of points E of the interval (0, oo ) whose complement with

respect to that interval is of measure zero. But we are at once able to con-

clude* that

(_ i)*+i  /.»
Lk,t[fix)/x] = /(oo) + -1—_-       ukfk+"iu)du.

kl      J kit

i-   1)*+!

kit

By the change of variable u = ik + l)/v this equation becomes

i (*+!)</*

Lk,t[f(*)/x] =/(») + Lk+i,v[f(x)]dv,
Jo

whence

/» R /» 2Ä\dak(t)\ á |/(eo)|+ \Lk+i,v[f(x)]\dv^\f(cc)\ + N(2R).
o Jo

That is, the set of functions ak(t) is of uniformly bounded variation in the

interval (0, R). As k becomes infinite ak(t) approaches a(t) on the set E, so

that a(0 is of bounded variation on that part of E which lies in the interval

(0, R). By a result f from the theory of functions of a real variable we con-

clude that a(t) coincides on E with a function a(0 which is of bounded varia-

tion on (0, R) for every positive R. Hence, if we redefine a(t) on the set com-

plementary to E as a(0, a process which may be carried out without chang-

ing the value oí fix), it becomes a function of bounded variation on (0, R) for

every positive R. In particular we may define a(t) so as to be normalized.

Then

/> R /• Re~z'a(t)dt = e~zRa(R) +   I     e-ztda(t).
o Jo

* III, Theorem 14, Corollary 1, p. 140.

t See, for example, S. Saks, Théorie de l'Intégrale, Warsaw, 1933, p. 149, Theorem 1.
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Now let 7? become infinite. Since a(t) is bounded in (0, oo)

lim e~xRa(R) = 0 (x > 0).

Hence the integral (7.2) converges for a;>0 and our theorem is proved.

This theorem fails of complete generality in that the function a(t) is as-

sumed uniformly bounded in (0, oo ). Complete generality is attained in

Theorem 7.2. A necessary and sufficient condition thaif(x) should have the

representation

x)=   f
J o

(7.3) f(x) =        e-x'dait),
J o

where ait) is of bounded variation in (0, R) for every positive R, the integral

converging for x>0, is that for each positive e the function fix+e) should satisfy

Condition E.

For, if fix) has the representation (7.3) then

(7.4) fix + e)=   f   e~x'dßtit),        ß.it) =   f *-«<&*(«).
•'o Jo

But, since (7.3) converges for x>0, to each positive e corresponds* a con-

stant Kt such that

| ait) | < Kte" (0 S t < oo ).

By means of this inequality it is easily shown that /?,(/) is uniformly

bounded in (0, co). Hence Theorem 7.1 is applicable and/(#+e) satisfies Con-

dition E. Conversely, if fix+e) satisfies E, (7.4) holds with &(/) bounded.

That is,

(7.3) /(*) =  f   e~x'dait) (*>«),
J o

ait) =   I    e'"dßtiu).
Jo

By the uniqueness theorem ait) is independent of e, and, since e is arbitrary,

the integral (7.3) converges for x>0.

We can give Theorem 7.2 a different form which may be more useful in

the application of the condition. We state the result in the

* I, Lemma 2 of §3, p. 703.
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Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) should have the

representation

f(x) =  f  e-
J 0

xtda(t),

the integral converging for x>0, is that for each positive e there should exist a

constant Mt and a function Nt(t), defined for O g t < oo, such that

I CR /        te \k+1    I
LkJ[f(x)](l-—)    dt   £ Mt (k ^ 1,0 < R < k/t),

\Jo \ k/ I

\Lk,t[f(x)}[l-)      \dt^N,(R) (k ^ 1, 0 < R < k/e).
J 0   I \ k /       I

The proof of this follows from Theorem 7.2 by a change of variable. If

k k
—+ t = —,
t u

we have

/»« /» *B/(*+«Ä) / Ut\k+1

J    Lk,t[f(x + e)]dt = J Lk,4f(x)](l-J     d«,

and, since R is an arbitrary positive constant,

kR k
0 <-< —

k + eR e

We are now able to improve on the generality of Corollary 3 of Theorem

6.1. It failed of complete generality in that it had to do with absolutely con-

vergent integrals. The general case is treated in

Theorem 7.3. A necessary and sufficient condition thatf(x) should have the

representation

f(x) =  f   e-xl4>(t)dt,
J o

where 0(0 is a function of class L in (0, R) for every positive R, is that for every

positive e the function f(x+e) should satisfy Condition E awd that the limit

lim   I   Lk¡u[f(x)]du,

which will then exist for every positive ty should be absolutely continuous.
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The result follows at once from Theorem 7.2, and the proof is omitted.

8. Determining function possessing derivatives. In this section we are

able to discuss the case in which the determining function «(/) has a deriva-

tive of order n which is itself of bounded variation in the interval (0, co).

A necessary and sufficient condition on the generating function will be ob-

tained. As a preliminary to the main result we prove the

Lemma. If fix) is of class C"+1 in the interval (0, co), and if

J o     n\
+1>(w)| du

converges, then the constants A 0, Ax, ■ ■ • , A „in the function

Fix) = /(*) - A0 - Aix - A, —- An—t
2! »!

can be so determined that the integrals

r"' uk
I      — | F<-k+"iu) \du ik = 0, 1, • • • , n)

Jo     k\
converge.

If the constants A ¡ are arbitrary,

F<*+»ix) =/(»+!>(»,

so that the integral

/' °° un— |F<"+l>(tt)| du
o    ni

converges by hypothesis. Also we have

F^ix) = /<">(x) - An.

But

f   \F<-n+^iu)\du è  f   un\F^+^iu)\ du,

so that the integral

f  F^+^iu)du

converges absolutely, and

YimF^ix) = lim /<">(*) - An
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exists regardless of the manner in which A n is determined. We now determine

it so that

An = lim /<">(*).

Then

limF^ix) = 0.
X—»oo

Under these circumstances we have

Fi»>(x) = -  f i?(»+D(«)d«,

f   :    *'    ,k"'W|¿«^  f   ; - \, dx f   | Ff-+"(«) | du
J o   (w — 1)! Jo   (»— 1)!       J *

r°° w
=   I     I /?(»+»(«)    — d«.

Jo «!

We will now show that the constants A < can be determined by the recursion

formula

r Anx"~k An-iXn->
(8.1)      Ak = lim   /<*>(*) --—-— - -Ak+ix

i—o L (n — k)l       (n — k —

Anxn~k An-iXn~k~l

(n - k)l       (n - k -.1)!

(* = 0, !,•■•, n- 1).

Assume that we have proved the existence of the above limits for k = n,

w — 1, • • • ,p+l, and that we have shown the convergence of the integrals

j      —\pv+»'u)\du      (k = n, n- 1, ■ ■ ■ ,p).
Jo     kl

Then the previous argument shows that

tA xn~p ~l
fip)(x) - Ap - Ap+ix - • • •-

(n — p)l-l

exists regardless of the manner in which A0, Ah ■ ■ ■ , Ap are determined.

Here the limit (8.1) exists for k = p, and if we define Ap by (8.1) with k = p we

have

hmF^(x) = 0.
X—»oo

Then applying the earlier argument we see that

iP-i

I    -I F^Hu) I du
Jo   (t>- IV.
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also converges. We are now in a position to complete the proof of the lemma

by induction.

As an immediate consequence we see that the limits

Um/<»(*)/*»-* ik = 0,1,2, ■■■ ,n)
X—»oo

exist under the hypothesis of the lemma.

We make use of this Lemma to prove

Theorem 8.1. ^4 necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be repre-

sented in the form

f(xY= ¿>A +  f   e~x<da(t),
jt_o       kl       Jo

where A o, A x, ■ ■ • , Anare constants and a(t) is of bounded variation in (0, °o),

is that

/'    u— | /<4+1>(w) | du g M     (k = n, n + 1, • • • ).
o

k

kV

To prove the necessity of the condition apply Theorem 2.1 to the function

xk

(8.3) F(x) = f(x) - J2A..
k-a       kl

Since

/?(*+i)(x) = fO<+»ix) ik = n, n + 1, • • • ),

the necessity of (8.2) is established.

For the sufficiency we first determine a function Fix) in the form (8.3) de-

termining the constants A t as in the lemma in such a way that the integrals

/' °° uh— \F<-k+l\u)\du ik = 0, 1, • • • ,n)
o     k\

all converge. If we choose M' greater than M and greater than each of the

integrals (8.4) we have

/'°° uh— \F<-k+^iu)\du<M' (* = 0, 1, • • • )•
o      k\

Hence, by another application of Theorem 2.1, we have

Fix) =   I     e~xtdait),
Jo
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where ait) is of bounded variation in the interval (0, oo). The result leads

at once to the

Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be repre-

sented in the form

fix) = î>*^7 +   f   e—da«),
k-o       k !       J0

where ait) is of bounded variation in the interval (0, oo), is that

f  I £*..[/(*)] | dt á M (k - n + 1, n + 2, • • • ).
J 0

We come now to the principal result of the present section. For conven-

ience in stating the result let us extend the definition of Lk,t [fix) ] to the case

k = 0 in such a way that

J o    I d/n+1 J o    I dtn+1

tn

— dt.
w!

Then the result may be stated as follows :

Theorem 8.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be repre-

sented in the form

(8.5) /(*) =  f  e-x'4>it)dt,
J 0

where 0(0 has a derivative of order n which is of bounded variation in the in-

terval (0, oo); is that there should exist a constant M such that

r °° l dn+1
(8.6) £4if [/(*)]

J o      dtn+l
dt¿ M (k = 0,1,2, ■■■ ).

To prove the necessity let fix) have the representation (8.5). Then in-

tegration by parts gives

*/(*) = 0(0) + f   e-x'4>'it)dt,
J 0

provided
lim 4>'it)e~zt = 0.
/-.oo

But since 0ln)(O is of bounded variation in (0, oo) the integral

B(x) =   |    e-ztd4>Mit)
J o
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converges for x è 0 and has the value

Hix) = - *<»>(Q) + x f   e-xtHn)it)dt ix>0).
Jo

Another integration by parts gives

Hix) = - c6<">(0) - **<—"(0) + x2 f   e-'W-^Wdt      (* > 0).
J o

That

(8.7) lim e~xtHn-l)(t) = 0 (x > 0)
f—»O0

follows from the fact that 4>{n)(t) is bounded. For, since

HnKt)= 0(1) ('->»),

then

^(»-i)(/) =  j   Hn)(u)du + Hn~v(0) = 0(/) (<-> co),
•/o

and this result is sufficient to insure (8.7). In a similar way we see that

Hk)(t) = 0(t»-«)       (<-» oo, * = 0, 1, ■ • • , »),

so that

Hence

lim e-x'Hk)(t) = 0      (k = 0, 1, • ■ • , n; x > 0).
/—»oo

or

Hence if

n n <*>

H(x) = 12Hi)(0)xn~i+ *"+l I    e-x'Ht)dl,
i-o Jo

a;n+1/(a;) = J2<f>(i) (0) *"-*' +  I    e~xtdHn)(t).
l-O «' o

n

F(x) = ä"+1/(*) - X) ««"(O)*"-',
<-0

we see that T^a;) must satisfy Condition A.   Consequently a constant M'

exists such that

/'" uk|f<*+i)(«)| —du ^ m' (k = 0,1,2, ■■■ ).
o kl
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For i|« this becomes

/•" xk

(8.8) | [x^fix)](*+» | — d* g M' (* = »,»+ 1, ■■• ).
-J o &!

Now consider the integral

f  —J Lk,t[(*»+l/(*))(•+»] \dt (k = 1, 2, • • • ).

By definition of the operator Lk,,[f(x)] it has the value

/. °°   Mn+*-|   [«"+»/(«) ](»+*+!) | dw.
o    ¿n¿!

Since
,.     (»+*)!      ,
lun-= 1,

we see by (8.8) for k = n+l, w+2, • ■ • that there exists a constant M" such

that

f  — | Lk,t[x*+Vix)] | d< á M" (k - 1, 2, • - • ).
Jo  ¿n+1

By a previous result* this becomes

r " I dn+i
di ^ M" (* = 1, 2, • • • ).

Setting k = n in (8.8) and making use of the convention established concern-

ing ¿o.f [fix) ] we see that for a suitable constant M

J o      d¿"+1
di ^ M ik = 0,1,2, ■■■ ).

The necessity of the condition is thus established.

Conversely, if inequalities (8.6) hold, then inequalities (8.8) are also satis-

fied. By Theorem 8.1 constants A0, ^4i, ■ • • , An and a function a(0 of

bounded variation in the interval (0, oo ) exist such that

"       x*       /*°°
xn+1fix) = T,Ai— +   I     e~zldait).

i-o       H       Jo

No loss of generality results from assuming a (0) = A0.

Integration by parts gives

* III, p. 135, Lemma.
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n xi /» "

xn+if(x) = J2Ai— + x  I     e~xta(t)dt.
i-i       »! Jo

<pi(t)  = A i +   I    a(u)du,
Jo

A2        ("
Hit) "■ — + I   n(u)du,

Jo

Set

2!

c6(0 =   </>n(<)  = —   +    |     <t>n-l(u)du.
»! Jo

Then successive integration by parts gives

Akxk Anxn r"
x"+lf(x) =-— + ■■■ +—-+X" \    e-x'H-x(t)dt        ik = 2, 3, • • • , »),

ie! »! t/0

*B+1/(«) = *n+1 I    e~xlHt)dt.
Jo

But 0(i) is of class Cn_1 in (0, oo). In fact it has an «th derivative

Hn)(t) = «(0

which is of bounded variation in (0, oo), so that the sufficiency of our condi-

tion is also established.

9. Continuous determining function. By use of the operator lk,t [f(x)] de-

fined in §1 we now deduce

Theorem 9.1. Iff(x) has the representation

fix) =  f   e~xtda(t),
J n

where ait) is a normalized function of bounded variation in (0, R) for every posi-

tive R, the integral converging for some x, then a necessary and sufficient condition

that ait) should be continuous for t>0 is that

(9.1) lim h.t[fix)] = 0 (0 0).
k—»oo

The proof follows at once from Theorem 1.3. We also point out that (9.1)

may be replaced by

lim (et)kf™(kt) = 0 (O 0).
fe-*oo
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Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem a(t) is continuous for

0 ̂  t < oo if and only if

lim (et)kß">(kt) = 0 (<>0),

Urn fix) = 0.
A—»oo

This follows since

«(0+) -/(oo).

As an example of the type of result that can now be proved we state

Theorem 9.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be repre-

sented in the form

fix) =  f  e~ztda(t) («(0) = 0),
J 0

where ait) is of bounded variation in (0, oo) and is continuous in 0^t<<x>, is

that Condition A should be satisfied and that

lim ;*.,[/(*)] = 0 (<>0),
A-»«

lim/(z) = 0.
X—»oo

10. The Stieltjes integral equation. In this section we shall discuss the

class of generating functions whose determining functions have first deriva-

tives which are completely monotonie. Since a completely monotonie func-

tion is a Laplace integral we are treating generating functions whose deter-

mining functions are themselves generating functions. We have shown that

such functions fix) can be represented in the form

Codait)

fix) = I   -x;
J 0     X + t

and such an equation is known as an integral equation of Stieltjes. We shall

obtain a necessary and sufficient condition that it shall have a non-decreasing

solution ait). The result is contained in

Theorem 10.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be ex-

pressed in the form

(10.1) /(
r"da(t)

x) =   I    ——■
Jo   x + t
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where a(i) is uniformly bounded and non-decreasing in (0, oo), is that

(10.2) (- 1)k[x"f(x)]<»+*> ̂  0 (x> 0;n, k = 0,1,2, ■■■ ),

(10.3) lim xf(x) exists.
X—»oo

To prove the necessity of the condition we note first that if a(t) is uni-

formly bounded and non-decreasing, then the integral (10.1) converges for

x>0. For such x we have

/» » ßn          xn
-—da(t)

o dxn x + t

»! I    —
•7 o  (x

tnda(t)

+ 0B+l

and

tnda(t)

(» = 0,1,2,..-),

C         t"da(t)
(- 1)* [*»/(*)  (n+i) =1    —-"-" (», * = 0,1, 2, •■• ).

L   yV    J J0   (x + t)»+k+i

Differentiation under the integral sign is easily justified for x>0. One sees by

inspection of this integral that it is non-negative for positive x so that (10.2)

is established. To establish (10.3) we have

xf(x) -  J    da(t)
J n x + R

for every positive R. From this it is clear that

R
a(R) + [«(oo) - a(R)]

lim xf(x) =   I     da(t) = a(oo ).
«-♦oo J o

Conversely, we see that (10.2) implies that for each fixed non-negative

integer n the function [xnf(x)]<-n) is completely monotonie for a;>0. Hence

by Theorem 3.1

(10.4) [*»/(*)]<"> =   f   e-x'dßn(t) (x > 0; n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
J o

where each ßn(t) is a normalized non-decreasing function and the integral

converges for x>0. Since

[xn+lf(x)Yn+l) = x[xnf(x)Yn+» + (»+ l)[x"/(*)]<n),

we have by differentiating (10.4)
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f   e-x'dßn+i(t) = - x f  e-x'tdßn(t) + (n + 1)  f   e-xldßn(t).
Jo Jo Jo

This becomes, after integration by parts,

f  e-x'ßn+i(t)dt = -  f  e-x'tdßn(t) + (n + 1)  f   e~xtßn(t)dt.
Jo Jo Jo

The uniqueness theorem for Laplace* integrals now shows that

I   ßn+i(u)du = -   I   udß„(u) + (n + 1)  f ßn(u)du,
Jo Jo Jo

or, again integrating by parts, that

tßnit) = (n + 2) j    ßn(u)du -  f ßn+i(u)du (n = 0,1,2, ■■ ■).
Jo Jo

This equation shows at once that all of the /3n(0 are continuous for />0.

Hence the equation may be differentiated, showing that all /?„' (0 exist and

are continuous for / >0. Thus,

tßn'it)   =   (»+   l)/3n(0   -  ßn+lit).

Since all ßn(t) are now known to be of class C, we see that the ß" it) exist

and are continuous for />0 and that

(10.5) tßJ'(t) = nß'it) -ß'+iit).

Thus, we can show by induction that the ßjj) are of class C" for t >0.

We now rewrite equation (10.5) as follows:

/3n'+i(0An+1 = - — \ßn (0//n] (/ > 0).
dt

Repeated application of this formula to itself yields

ßn'+lit) d»+l r

Since all ßn(t) are known to be non-decreasing, the left-hand side is non-

negative for positive /. Hence ßo(t) is completely monotonie for t>0. A

further application of Theorem 3.1 shows that

ßo (0 =   f   e-,uda(«) (/ > 0),
J o

* I, p. 705.
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where a(u) is non-decreasing and the integral converges for t>0.

We show next that a(u) is bounded in (0, co). By (10.3) we see that

|8o(0+) = lim/(aO = 0,
X—»oo

so that ßo(t) is continuous in the interval 0^2< co. Moreover, since ß0(t) is

non-decreasing, a familiar Tauberian theorem* is applicable, and we have

ßo(t)
(10.6) lim —— = A = lim xf(x).

/-»0+ / Ï-.0O

Now ßi(t), being completely  monotonie, is a decreasing function of t in

(0, co). Then (10.6) shows that

ßo(t)
a(oo) = ß'(0+) = lim-

<-»o+    t

Hence a(u) is bounded in (0, oo). That is,

f(x) =   I     er"dt I     e-'"da(u)
Jo Jo

= f   da(u) f   e-(***>'dt
Jo Jo

da(u)

/. 0     x + u

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. Condition (10.2) may be replaced by

(10.7)       (- 1)"¿m [fix)] = 0 (0 0;* = 1,2, ••• ;n = 0, 1, 2, ••■ ),

[tnfit)]M ê 0 (O 0; » = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).

The upper index (») in (10.7) indicates the »th derivative of Lk,t[fix)]

with respect to /. The equivalence of this condition with (10.2) is established

by use of the identityf

¿*,<[{*"/(*)}(n)] = (- m«L(Z[fix)].

This form of the theorem suggests the following result :

* See, for example, J. Karamata, Neuer Beweis und Verallgemeinerung der Tauberschen Sätze,

welche die Laplacesche und Stieltjessche Transformation betreffen, Journal für die Reine und Ange-

wandte Mathematik, vol. 164 (1931), p. 29.

t III, p. 135.
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Theorem 10.2. If fix) has the representation

da(t)C " da(0
/(*)=   I     —^

Jo   x + t

where ait) is bounded and non-decreasing in the interval (0, oo)} then there exist

non-decreasing functions yi(y), y2(y), ■ • • such that

L*M*)] =   f   e-y'dykiy) (* - 1, 2, • • • ),
J o

the integrals converging for x>0. In fact

(10.8) 7*'(y) =  f  Lk,u[e-X»]daiu).
J o

In the operation Lk,u[e~xv] the function e~x" is regarded as a function of

x, y being a parameter. The existence of the functions yk(y) follows at once

from Theorem 3.1 since (10.7) implies that Lktl[fix)\ is a completely mono-

tonic function of t. To determine the yk(y) explicitly we show first that

I    e-""Lk,t[e-x"]dy =  I   •<r'»7*,u[<r*>']dy.
J 0 »0

The first of these integrals is equal to

1 / ¿V+1 rx
— ( — I       I    e-"ye-kyltykdy.
kl\t)       Jo

Make the change of variable uy = tz, and it becomes

1 / k\k+l r" r"
— ( — )       I    e-'*e-k*luzkdz =  I    e~tvLk¡u\e-xy\dy.
kl\u /      Jo Jo

Now returning to the computation of yk(y) we have

Lk.t[fix)]=  f  i*,,!"-~\daiu).
Jo Lx + u J

In view of

this becomes

1 /•"
- =    I    e-^e-^dy,
x + u       J0

Lk,t[fix)\ =   j     daiu)  Í    e-'yLk,u[e~x«]dy.
Jo Jo
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Interchanging the order of integration, we have

Lk.t[fix)] =  f  e-">dy f  Lt,u[er">]daiu),
Jo «7 o

so that the uniqueness theorem for Laplace integrals yields (10.8).

The integral (10.1) is of use in the theory of continued fractions. It is of

particular interest there when the function a(t) is non-decreasing and of such

a nature that the integrals

r

Codait)

/(*) =   I    -f-'
Jo   x + t

tnda(t) (n = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
o

ail converge. In this connection we establish

Theorem 10.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) should have

the representation

1 da(t)

o   x +

where a(t) is non-decreasing and of such a nature that the integrals

(10.9) f  tnda(t) (« = 0, 1, 2, • • • )
•7o

all converge, is that

(- 1) *[*»/(*) ]<B+4) è0 (* > 0;#, * - 0, 1, 2, • • ■ )

and that f(x) should have an asymptotic development

Ai     A2     A3
(10.10) /(*)-- +- (*-»»).

X X2 X3

To prove the necessity of the condition it remains only to show the neces-

sity of (10.10). To prove this it is sufficient to show that

tnda(t)
lim
X-»00      «/   Q

fw tnda(t)
-— = 0 (»=1, 2, •••),

Jo       X + t

a result which is established under the hypothesis (10.9) in much the same

way as was done for the case n = 1 in the proof of Theorem 10.1.

For the sufficiency of the condition we have as in the proof of Theorem

10.1

r"da(t)        C
(10.11) /(*)=      —r1-       e~x'M

J o   x + t       Jo
(t)dt.
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Moreover, ßo (0+) =^4i. Hence integration by parts gives

(10.12) /(*)=_ + e-xtßo"it)dt.
x Jo

By (10.10)

lim x2 ¡fix)--1 = At.
I-.00 L X  J

Applying the same arguments to the integral (10.12) as were applied to the

integral (10.11) we find that

ßo"iO+) =A2.

It is now clear how we can prove by induction that

0o(n>(O+) =An («=1, 2, •••).

But

and

/30(n)(0 =   f   e-"'dy(u),
J o

7(0 =   f   (- «)"daJ»,
J o

/3o(n)(0 +) = 7(») = (- 1)" f   Fdait),
J n

so that the sufficiency of the condition is established.

11. Dirichlet series. The methods of the present paper are well adapted

to the discussion of what functions can be represented in Dirichlet series. We

prove

Theorem 11.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that fix) can be repre-

sented in a Dirichlet series

oo

(li.i) /w = Ev-fe
n=0

convergent for x>0 is that for each positive number e the function fix+e)

should satisfy Condition E and that

lim 7*.,[/(*)] = 0
*-

in a set of intervals
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0 = X0 < t < Xi,

Xi < t < X2,
(11.2)

lim X„ = oo ,
n—»oo

the approach being uniform in any closed sub-interval.

For, if f(x) has the representation (11.1) it also has the form

(11.3) /(*) =   f   e-z'da(t),
J o

where a(t) is constant in each of the intervals (11.2). Hence f(x+e) satisfies

Condition E for each positive e by Theorem 7.2. By use of an earlier result*

lim £».,[/(*)] = 0
A-»»

in each of the intervals (11.2).

To prove the approach uniform in the interval a^t^b, where

Xn < a < b < X„+i,

we have by simple computations

1 / k\k+1 c" / k        \
Lk.t [f(x)] =T¡( —)     J    e~k»"ukda(u) I— >0j

1 / k\k+2 r»
= —I—J       I     e~k"ltuk-1(u — 0 [«(«) — a(OJd«.

Since a(u) is constant in the interval (X„, Xn+i), we have for t in (a, b)

Lk.t[f(x)] = Ii + I2,

1 / k\k+2 r^
7i = — Í — 1        I      e~kulluk-\u - t) [a(u) - a(0]d«,

72 = — ( — )       |      e~kultuk~l(u - t) [a(u) - a(t)]du.

kl\t/      Jx„+1
But

| h\ ¿ —( — )     [e-^'X,]*-1 I     (b - u)( | a(u) | + M)du,

where M is an upper bound of | a(t) \ in (a, b). Since e_Xn/i(X„/0 is a decreasing

function of t in (a, b), we have

* III, p. 137, Theorem 13.
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i / k v rXn
| 7i | g — ( — ] [ke-x»la(\n/a) ] *"! I      (a - «) ( | «(«) | + Af )¿w.

kl\a / J o

It is easily seen that the right-hand member of this inequality tends to zero

with l/k. Since it is independent of t, Ix approaches zero uniformly with l/k.

By a similar argument, 72 does likewise. Hence the necessity of the condition

is established.

Conversely, if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, f(x) has the

form (11.3) by Theorem 7.2. It remains to show that a(t) is a step-function.

By the lemma of §5 we have for any two positive numbers tx and t2

Lk,a[f(x)]du.
t,

Since Lk,t[f(x)] approaches zero uniformly in any closed sub-interval of the

interval X„</<X„+i, it follows that for any fixed points tx and t2 of that in-

terval we may take the limit under the sign of integration in (11.4), so that

a(ti) = a(t2).

This proves that a(t) is a step-function of the type required to make (11.3)

a Dirichlet series, so that the theorem is proved.

In a similar way we could prove the result stated in

Theorem 11.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that f(x) can be ex-

pressed as a Dirichlet series

00

f(x) = 22 ctne~x"x
n-0

absolutely convergent for x^O is that f(x) should satisfy Condition A and that

Urn Lk,,[f(x)] = 0
¿-»oo

in a set of intervals

0 = Xo < t < Xi,

Xi < t < \2,

lim X„ = oo ,
n-»eo

the approach being uniform in any closed sub-interval.

12. Determining function of bounded variation. We give here the proof

of Theorem 2.1 omitted in §2. A preliminary result we state as
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Lemma 1. A s x approaches zero the function

H(x, y) = e~x" — (1 — a,)"

approaches zero uniformly in the interval 0 ^ y < co.

The function E(x, y) can clearly be expressed as an integral as follows:

/— log(l— x)
e-'vydt.

Since

0 ^ e~"u ^ e~l (0 ^ « < oo ),

we have

0 g H(x, y) g e'1
C -io*(i-*) dt / - log (1 - a;)\

Jx        T'^M->
The right-hand side of this inequality is independent of y and approaches

zero with x, so that the lemma is proved.

An immediate consequence is

Lemma 2. For each non-negative value of x

lim   f 1-J - e-"xla   = 0

uniformly for all non-negative integers n.

We next introduce

Condition A'. A function f(x) satisfies Condition A' in the interval (0, oo) if

(a) f(x) is of class C°° in the interval 0 < x < co,

(b) a constant M exists such that

OO

J2\fw(x)\xk/kl^M (0<*<oo).
t-o

We now prove

Theorem 12.1. A function f(x) which satisfies Condition A' in (0, oo) is

analytic for 0 <x < oo , and

00 /_      \ k

lim fix) = 22f(k)(a)^-rr-
*-»o+ k-o « !

for every positive number a.

For the Taylor expansion oif(x) about the point a; = <z>0,
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00    f(k)(a)

/(*) = E ^-it^ (*-•)»,
*-o       »!

clearly converges absolutely as a result of Condition A' in the interval

0<x<2a. That it converges to /(*) one sees by an investigation of the re-

mainder, noting that Condition A' implies that

Mk\
|/<*>(*) | ^- (0 < x < oo).

xk

The above series is also seen to converge absolutely for x = 0. Hence by Abel's

theorem f(x) is continuous on the right at x = 0 if we define /(0) as

(-a)k

/(0) = E/(i)(«)
kl

In the remainder of this section we shall take this as the definition of /(0).

We turn next to the proof of

Theorem 12.2. If fix) satisfies Condition A' in (0, oo), then for each non-

negative x the series

A fw(a)
(12.1) 4>aix) = Z —T^ (- a)ke-xk'" (a > 0)

*-o       kl

converges and

(12.2) lim0o(z) =/(*)»
a—* oo

The series (12.1) is clearly dominated by the convergent series

¿l/(i)(«)|^
*-o «!

so that its convergence is assured. By Theorem 12.1

fix) = £/<*>(a) {x~a)k i\x-a\^a).
*_o kl

Hence

/(*) - 4>a(x) = E ^=¡f"/<*)(a) [(! - 7) - e_lt/a]

for I at: — a| ^a, 0 >0. Then by Lemma 2 of the present section we have

lim ¡fix) - 4>a(x)] = 0
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for each fixed value of x greater than zero. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

By use of this result we are able to prove

Theorem 12.3. Condition A' is necessary and sufficient thatf(x) can be ex-

pressed in the form

(12.3) fix) -   f   e~xtda(t) (x > 0),
Jo

where a(t) is of bounded variation in the interval (0, oo).

We first prove the necessity of the condition. Let f(x) have the form (12.3).

Then the integral converges for x ^ 0 and f(x) is analytic* in 0 <x < », so that

A' (a) is satisfied.

It remains to prove A' (b). We have at once

(tx)k

T,\f»(*)\X-eZf  r-22
t_o *!        i-o^o »!

dV(t)

where V(x) is the total variation of a(t) in the interval O^t^x. Applying

any one of several familiar tests, we see that it is permissible to integrate

the series

f       xtW
*-o «•

term by term with respect to V(t) and obtain

Z I /<*>(*) I TT =   f   àV(t) = F(oo) = A7,
k-0 kl Jo

so that Condition A' (c) is satisfied.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition we note first that the function

4>a(x) of Theorem 12.2 can be expressed as a Laplace-Stieltjes integral

4>a(x) =   J    e~"daa(t),
Jo

where

«.(0) = 0,

(12.4) «.(i) = E/(t,(«)^ (OO).
_ *<o< kl

* I, p. 702.
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The total variation of this function in (0, oo) is clearly equal to

¿l/w(o)|^>
*-0 «•

and this by hypothesis is not greater than M. By Theorem 12.2

f(x) = lim   J    erxtdaa(t).

By a theorem of E. Helly* we can pick from the set of functions aa(t)

(a = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), all of variation not greater than M, a sub-set ao,-(0

(i = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ), which approaches a limit ait), also of variation not greater

than M in (0, oo). Then

fix) = lim   J    e-z'daaiit).

By the Helly-Bray Theorem! we may take the limit under the sign of integra-

tion and obtain

fix) =  j    e-x,dait)

as stated in the theorem. The proof of the theorem shows that the smallest

possible value of M in Condition A' is the total variation of a(0 in (0, oo).

In addition to giving a new proof of Theorem 2.1 the present methods

give a new proof of Theorem 3.1. For, if f(x) is completely monotonie in

0 ¿x < oo we see at once by Taylor's series that

T,\fw(a)\-=fi0+) (0<a<oo),
*~o *!

so that Condition A' is satisfied. Hence fix) has the form (12.3).   By (12.4)

ota(t) is non-decreasing and

a„(oo) =/(0).

The same must therefore be true of the limit function a(i) so that the proof

of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

Finally, we prove

Theorem 12.4. Condition A awd A' are equivalent.

* E. Helly, Über lineare Funktionaloperationen, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, vol. 121 (1921), p. 265.

t See, for example, G. C. Evans, The Logarithmic Potential, Discontinuous Dirichlet and Neu-

mann Problems, Colloquium Publications of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 6, 1927,

p. 15.
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Let us first show that A' implies A. Assuming that A' is satisfied we have

from Theorem 12.1

/-(*+D(M) = ¿/(*+"+D(a) (w ~ a)" (0 < « g a).

Hence
n=o n

00 (a _   u)n

| /<*+»(«) | ^ 22 I /(*+B+1)(a) I-— (0 < « g a),
=o »!

and

r«*, ,      a I /(*+n+i)(a) I ra

J,   *!|y        W|       -~ »!¿!        J,

for any positive e less than a. The inequality is strengthened if e is replaced

by 0 on the right-hand side, and the series continues to converge, for its

value is

£ I fk)(a) | ~
n=i+l ft-

This series converges by virtue of A'. Hence we have

| /(«•»(«) | <*« =g E I /'*>(«) I — = M>
Jo   kl k-o kI

so that

I      — |/<*+»(«) | ¿« á M,
Jo     kl

and A is satisfied.

We show conversely that A implies A'. Supposing that A is satisfied, we

see* that

lim xkfW(x) = 0 (k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ),
*—*oo

and hence that

fia) - /(co) = (- 1)*« f ~a)kflh+1Kt)ét (* - 0,1, 2, • - • ).

Further we see by differentiation ^> times, or by applying the above formula

to/(p)(o), that

* III, p. 139.
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it - a)k~»

ik~p)l

Consequently

a".             .        r" (t - a)k~pap
— \flp)(a)\  ^-
pv        '    Ja    (k -py.pi

and

.»1    *

rx (t - a)k~p
fi'Ka) = (- Dk+P+1 —--~fh+1)(t)dt (p^k).

Ja (k   —  P)\

, r°°  (t - a)k-pa» .

/(P,(a)|-J        (k-*)M  '^^ (P=l,2,---,k),

E -7 I /(P>(«) I  á   I    — E (      ) (t - a)k~pap I /(*+1,(0 | * + | /(« ) |
p-0   P ! J a    kl p-o\p /

=  f   ^|/(*+1)(0|di + |/(«>)| ^ if+ |/(oo) |.

Hence

Z-\f<*Ko)\£M + \f(oo)\,
p-o pi

so that the theorem is proved.
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